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REMOVE YOUR BOTTLENECKS
BY ADVANCED STOCKYARD AUTOMATION
Automation that drives production. Not costs.
Machine Control & Productivity Boost
‣ Up to 5–10 % throughput increase
‣ Reducing overtourques by up to 75 %
‣ 3D stockpile scanning
3D Inventory Control & Process Improvements
‣ Volume control & feeder draw control
‣ Ore reconciliation & automation
‣ Stockpile volume history, visualization & reporting
Stacking Assistance & 3D Inventory Control
‣ Optimized yard utilisation
‣ Collision avoidance and dust control
‣ More uptime, process control & consistency
More stockyard solutions on
indurad.com
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Handling with care

Automation, customisation and
new developments set to improve
operations for material handlers
ith the talk of selective mining, the end
of coal output and aligning mine
production in real time with customer
orders, one could be forgiven for thinking bulk
mining operations – and the infrastructure that
facilitates the transport and export of their
products – will soon be a thing of the past.
The reality is very different, with major mines
like Koodaideri, South Flank, Eliwana,
Carmichael, Oyu Tolgoi Underground and the

handling capacities of the region, thyssenkrupp
said. The project will augment regional coal
exports and release pressure on existing
terminals in the Baltic Sea and is closely
connected with the development of the
Murmansk Transport Hub, one of the biggest
ongoing infrastructure projects in Russia’s north,
the company said. The terminal is expected to be
fully operational in 2021.
The project is to be completed in two phases:

The scope of supply for Bedeschi’s contract at
EGA’s Guinea bauxite project included a stacker
with a capacity of 3,000 t/h and a 420 m long
storage belt conveyor

Grasberg Block Cave showing the future – at least
in the near term – remains bright.

first out-shipments are expected to take place
this year, leading to a total of 9 Mt of coal being

“While mounted next to the ore stream and
water spray on stackers, reclaimers and

A leader in the bulk material handling movement
sector, thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions
confirmed last year it would supply a new coal

handled on site. In 2021, the volume increases to
18 Mt.
thyssenkrupp says it has also built in
environmental considerations to its design: in
order to keep dust emissions to a minimum, all

shiploaders, indurad 3D radar scanners
convinced the global iron ore industry of their
superior reliability while having an imaging
capability comparable to a high-end laser
scanner," he said.

handling system to the State Transport Leasing
Company as part of a new terminal for coal

coal transfer points, wagon unloading stations as
well as ship loaders will be outfitted with dust

Knowing these issues, Germany-based indurad
developed its 360° radar technologies, which

exports in the Port of Lavna near Murmansk, on
the western shore of Kola Bay, Russia.
The system thyssenkrupp will supply is made
up of two ship loaders, stackers, reclaimers and

suppression equipment.

Modern process control systems have

have been applied at over 20 iron ore mine sites
and ports in Australia, Brazil, Canada and South
Africa. Companies focused on other commodities
have also favoured indurad’s solutions with

car dumpers, as well as one combined stackerreclaimer, several belt conveyors and auxiliary
equipment.

contributed significantly to productivity increases
within the raw materials industry. Determining
stockpile volumes and positions requires multi-

installations in Canada’s oil sands, Chile’s copper
mines, Russian potash mines and European steel
plants.

The contract also includes engineering and
procurement, as well as services for site erection
and commissioning, with thyssenkrupp’s partner,
Latvia’s LNK Industries, responsible for design

dimensional measurements, with slope profiles
often scanned two-dimensionally using a
machine’s rotation and positioning information.
Later, the acquired 3D data can be condensed to

They also allow for measurements of the
volume and volume flow on conveyors, apron
feeders, surge bins and silos, according to the
company. Furthermore, the technology can be

and construction of the conveyor system.
With a planned capacity of 18 Mt/y of coal, the
terminal will significantly increase the coal

a one-dimensional process variable like cubic
metres or percentage filling.
But the machines and sensors used to carry

used for anti-collision eg on bucketwheel
excavators, stackers and reclaimers. iReclaimer,
for example, yields typically 5-10% extra

W

Coal handling
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Advanced stockyard automation

out these calculations need to be fit for the job at
hand. Carlo Rothschuh, indurad’s Senior Solution
Engineer, says ultrasonic sensors such as
acoustic solid scanners are slow to update, offer
low coverage and are affected by the noise that
comes with bulk handling operations.

MINERAL PORTS AND STOCKPILES
productivity, allowing a return of investment of
much less than a year, besides offering process
automation and safety benefits, indurad says.
Deploying the indurad iStockpile solution
enables advanced stockyard automation and
provides significant benefits for clients by using a
reliable, volumetric scan of the entire stockpile
area. Not only can production planning with live
stockpile capacity be enhanced, the total capacity
of the stockpile can also be maximised.
Monitoring the performance of drawpoint feeders
(level and volume over each feeder/line) and
identifying the problem areas are other
advantages for indurad clients. With the help of
indurad solutions, stockyard operators can use
real-time volume data to plan shutdowns and
Deploying the
indurad iStockpile
solution enables
advanced stacker
and reclaimer
control, overall
stockyard
automation and
provides
significant benefits
for clients by using
a reliable,
volumetric 3D scan
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minimise impacts on production, the company
says.
The radar hardware and software solutions
developed by indurad enable significant process
optimisation in rough environments, which
traditional sensor technology is not built for. With
the indurad solutions, potential can be unlocked
in every mining, processing and stockpile
operation across the resources industry, the
company says. The 2D and 3D iSDR technology
has a high impact on safety, process and inventory
control, with the radar measuring principle
allowing for high accuracy, while being immune to
environmental influences like dust, rain, fog or
snow. The indurad 3D iDome Solution has already
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been installed on multiple copper and gold domes
in Chile and Canada, the company says.

In announcing the contract award – which is
expected to be worth upwards of $50 million –

BlueScope, from 10,0000-12,000 t/d to 19,000 t/d,
FLSmidth said.

indurad enables the introduction of a
comprehensive stockpile management system by
integrating the iStacker and iReclaimer solutions
with the iStockpile system. Rothschuh points out:

FLSmidth Mining President, Manfred Schaffer,
said: “Koodaideri will set new benchmarks in
digitalisation and will feature the most
technologically-advanced solutions employed to

The BulkExpert solution also provided a
collision avoidance safety component to
BlueScope, with every moving piece of equipment,
including three ship-unloaders, fitted with a GPS

“The major advantage of the indurad approach
lies in the real-time measurement of the precise
location of the deposited and reclaimed material

date in the iron ore sector. This will enable Rio
Tinto to run the most advanced mining operation
featuring high productivity and high safety in a

receiver so the system can automatically alert the
central operator if machines are within the vicinity
of outer-limit operations and perform a machine

as opposed to statistical modelling of where the
material should have been deposited.”
indurad plays a pioneering role in the

cost-efficient setup, and we are proud to be part of
this.”
While the details of exactly how Rio will use

shutdown if there is danger of collision.

development of innovative products in the fields of
3D inventory control, machine positioning,
advanced automation and anti-collision, based on
proprietary hardware, software and engineering.

BulkExpert are not yet known, the application of
this technology at an integrated steel-making
operation on the other side of Australia could
provide some insight.

One of the bigger bauxite export developments of
recent years has been Emirates Global
Aluminium’s (EGA) Guinea project, near Kamsar in
the country’s north.

In April 2019, when FLSmidth announced it had
been selected by Rio Tinto to supply key minerals
handling equipment for the miner’s Koodaideri

BlueScope Steel commissioned the BulkExpert
automation system, a 3D scanning technology, at
its Port Kembla stockyard in New South Wales, in

With a budget of around $1.4 billion, the project
is one of the largest greenfield investments in
Guinea in the last four decades, according to

iron ore project, in Western Australia, the mining
OEM said it would incorporate smart 3D design
and a variety of engineering solutions into its

2014. The company chose the system because it is
a unique, patented solution that focuses on
unmanned and custom site optimised operation of

Guinea Alumina Corp, a subsidiary of EGA. This
has seen a bauxite mine built as well as related
transport infrastructure, including an upgrade to

offering for the greenfield mine. Within this
release, its BulkExpert™ automated stockyard
management system also got a mention.
Rio has previously stated Koodaideri will be its
most technologically advanced mine yet, with
automation set to play a major role in the
operation. Construction at Koodaideri began last
year, with first ore expected by late 2021. It will
have a production capacity of 43 Mt/y of iron ore.

any combination of dry bulk equipment, according
to FLSmidth.
“BulkExpert is the only system that uses a 3D
laser scanning system combined with a dedicated
RTK-GPS array to produce real-time, full-terrain
information of the stockyard,” it said.
The results were impressive, with BulkExpert
reducing flow rate variances by over 40% and
nearly doubling reclaiming throughput for

an existing multi-user rail system, and
development of a port; all part of the first phase of
GAC’s investment in the country.
Multiple firms have been involved in the
development of this project, with thyssenkrupp
delivering a barge loader to Guinea from its
fabrication facility in India, in 2019. This loader
was installed at the end of the project’s 1.5 km
pier where it is loading bauxite ore into self-
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operating in 1997 and is one of the largest openpit gold mines in Mexico with an annual material
movement of around 120 Mt, according to the
designer, manufacturer and installer of domes and
space frames.
Geometrica, which has worked with the miner
before on other projects, supplied two 70 m
diameter and 35 m high domes for storage piles in
this plant. One of these is always operating in this
particular installation, according to the company.
The dome assembly was carried out using the
lift and place method, it said. “This procedure
consists of dividing the geometry into modules or
sections that are assembled individually, to later
be placed and form the dome,” Geometrica
explained.
The stacker is equipped to handle both dry and
wet bauxite – important considering the humidity

The Geometrica system allows the structure to
be assembled manually in a safe, quick and
simple manner with local labour, according to the

propelled barges for transport to waiting bulk

and rain that comes with the wet season in this
part of West Africa. The material is stored in two
stockpiles of 160,000 t each using the chevron

company, with most work carried out at ground
level.
“Once each section is completed, it is lifted

cargo ships offshore, EGA said.
Bedeschi recently confirmed it had been
awarded a contract to deliver a bauxite storage
facility for the project by DTP Mining, part of
France-based Bouygues Construction. The scope
of supply included a stacker with a capacity of
3,000 t/h and a 420 m long storage belt conveyor,
with the commissioning phase performed in
September.

method, Bedeschi said, with the machine having a
capacity of 3,000 t/h and a 42 m long boom.
Speaking of storage, Geometrica has recently
completed a pair of circular domes for leading
Mexico-based precious metals miner, Penoles, in
Sonora, Mexico.
The Herradura mine is in the municipality of
Caborca, near the coastal city of Puerto Penasco,
and close to the US border. The mine started

using standard construction cranes and placed in
its position, allowing a smooth, planned, ordered
and efficient construction,” Geometrica said. “All
operations were performed without stopping the
material storage operation.”
Geometrica domes help control dust in mines
and industrial plants, which is of increasing
importance to mining companies today. This has
multiple benefits, the company says: “It boosts

Geometrica supplied two 70 m diameter and 35
m high domes for storage piles in the Herradura
plant, in Sonora, Mexico
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A new bucketwheel stacker-reclaimer from FAM
has been designed, manufactured, assembled
and commissioned at Martinswerk’s Bergheim
aluminium hydroxide stockyard, in Germany

productivity by preventing material loss, and it
protects workers and the environment from noise
and airborne particles.”
While Geometrica structures are designed
according to the specific needs of each project,
this specific installation equipped the domes with
openings for the conveyor belt, its supports and
the entry of trucks.

Reclaiming ground
Stacker-reclaimers are the powerhouses of
stockyard operations, with the sizeable machines
often proving critical when it comes to preparing
and tailoring products for transport to customers.
The biggest rail-mounted stacker-reclaimer in
the world is currently being built by thyssenkrupp
for BHP’s South Flank operation, but this is not the
only machine about to leave the workshop.
Tenova TAKRAF was recently awarded a contract
to supply four stackers and four portal reclaimers
for a large material handling stockyard in
Bangladesh. This is all part of a power station
installation that will represent a key development
for the country, according to the OEM.
The project involved the supply of four TAKRAF
stackers, each with a capacity of 3,000 t/h, and
four TAKRAF portal reclaimers, each with a
capacity of 1,450 t/h.
Tenova TAKRAF’s office in Italy was to assume
overall responsibility for the contract and provide
technical coordination while leveraging knowledge
and personnel from the group’s various global
competence centres, it said.
Silvio Leoni, TAKRAF Italy Managing Director,
said: “Successful award of this project only serves
to entrench Tenova TAKRAF as a leading global
materials handling specialist. I am proud of the
engagement and interaction of our global offices
and the willingness of colleagues to find an
effective solution to our client’s specific requirements.”
A new bucketwheel stacker-reclaimer from FAM
has also recently been designed, manufactured,
assembled and commissioned at Martinswerk’s
Bergheim aluminium hydroxide stockyard, in
Germany.
Martinswerk, a company of JM Huber Corp, is
one of the world’s leading suppliers of special
chemical products based on aluminium
hydroxides/oxides.
The contract, which came with a tripper car STR
500/300.26 SVHK and was completed on time, is
part of an extensive project aimed at increasing
production capacities of fine precipitated
aluminium hydroxide in order to meet growing
demand for halogen-free flame retardants in
Europe, India and Asia, according to FAM. As a
result, environmental and sustainability elements
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were front and centre of the stacker-reclaimer’s
design.
The stacker-reclaimer combines both functions
of stockpiling and reclaiming and has been proven
in stockyards where simultaneous stacking and
reclaiming are not required, FAM said. The new
machine was designed for a conveying capacity of
500 t/h for stockpiling and 300 t/h for discharge,
it added.
The stacker-reclaimer consists of a slewable
superstructure and a rail-mounted base. The
bucketwheel boom is hinge-mounted on the
superstructure and held by tie rods, with the
boom raised and lowered by means of hydraulic
cylinders.
The machine works as a stacker when the boom
conveyor transports the material towards the
boom head and discharges it onto a stockpile.
Like a regular stacker, the stacker-reclaimer is fed
via an upstream tripper car, with the bucketwheel
remaining in rest position while the stockpile is
being filled.
For stockpile unloading, the material is picked
up by the bucketwheel, moved along the
reversible boom conveyor to the machine´s centre
of rotation and dumped into the central chute,
from where the material is transferred to a
discharge conveyor running between the rails of
the reclaimer.
An additional mode of operation requested by
the customer was a through transfer of the
material unloaded from railway cars directly to the
siloes of the factory, FAM said. “In this case, the
bucketwheel boom is located directly above the
main stationary conveyor and transfers the
material fed from the tripper car via the reversing
boom conveyor back to the main stationary
conveyor.”
The FAM scope of supply included designing,
manufacturing, delivery, assembly supervision and

commissioning of all mechanical components,
electrical systems and control technology.

Chute discharge
Cleveland Cascades Engineers has recently
reported the installation and commissioning of a
Cascade Chute system at an alumina shiploading
facility in Vishakhapatnam, India.
The loading chute in question is 18 m in length
at extension and can retract to around 7 m for
stowing. The chute’s design involved a pivotingtype head chute in order to work in conjunction
with a luffing boom.
The chute is one of Cleveland Cascades’ 1700
size systems and has the capacity to load up to
3,000 cu.m/h of alumina from a belt-fed conveyor
system. The head chute, deflectors and cones are
lined with 4 mm ceramic tiles for abrasion
resistance, the company explained.
“The cascade chute is fitted with a
comprehensive suite of electrical components for
safe operation and control, providing signalling for
any potential blockages,” Cleveland Cascades
said. “All of the functions provide feedback to the
control system for the ship loader with safety
limits being interlocked with the conveyor system
feeding the chute.”
This project came on top of 15 new chute
projects across eight different countries the
company was involved in last year. These projects
were focused on applications for ship and
stockpile loading, and designed for handling a
range of products including clinker, limestone,
urea, iron ore pellets, polyhalite, biomass and a
range of fertilisers, the company said.
Looking at this year, Cleveland Cascades says it
has several systems of various sizes for a range of
applications in production. One such system will
see four of its 1700 size shiploader chutes
deployed to a project in Russia. IM

